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If variety is the spice of life then
so should quality and style.

This variety allows you to define
your individual tastes and put
your personal stamp on your
living space. By selecting styles,
finishes and colours which
enhance the visual ambiance of
your habitat; adding pleasure
to the quality time you spend
relaxing at home.
The following pages display a
compendium of fine kitchen and
bedroom designs. We hope they
demonstrate the full potential
for your home, focusing on
the doors and handles which
command the overall aesthetic
of each space.

With a history that dates back
over twenty years the quality
of such stylised doors is of the
highest in Europe. Based in
Northern Ireland our growth over
this period has seen us pioneer
and adapt the most innovative
production equipment and
facilities in order to supply an
ever growing demand.
For us quality and choice go
hand in hand, that’s why we
produce over 100 separate
door designs with over 50
different finishes and colours.
Our portfolio is ever changing
reacting to current trends whilst
being bolstered by timeless
classics.
So please enjoy our catalogue
we hope it will inspire you
as to what can be achieved
by incorporating the perfect
kitchen and bedroom doors in
your living spaces.

Introduction

As a door designer and
manufacturer we are fully aware
that our products have the
ability to totally transform both
kitchens and bedrooms alike.
Regardless of whether you live
in an expansive farmhouse,
an urban townhouse or a
city centre apartment our
vast product range offers a
considered choice.

Cologne /
Dakar and Amfissa

Adding a new perspective on the old French farmhouse look, Cologne
is a tour de force in kitchen design. With details a plenty, notice the
understated cornice work, the glazed cabinets and the gently moulded
curves of the island unit.

Handles /
‘D’ Handle Code 002

04/05
Kitchen

Duleek / White Gloss and
Brown Santana

A landmark design statement, Duleek brings out-of-this-world
possibilities to the table. Just imagine pulling up a stool to this island,
with its exemplary curves in Brown Santana. White gloss wall cabinets,
with a fusion of curved and straight lines provide the perfect backdrop
for both well-groomed entertaining and day-to-day living.

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar Code 003 - 502mm

06/07
Kitchen

Glebe /
Odessa Oak

Hard working kitchens don’t come any more diligent than this. Odessa
Oak demonstrates Glebe’s capability to be the kitchen that balances
industrious function with thorough design ethics. Combined with a
country stove or more modern accents, the oak has the ability to work
with a wide variety of styles

Handles /
Hammered Pewter ‘D’ Code 038

08/09
Kitchen

Duleek / Gloss Zebrano and
Gloss White

Rich and dark, and full of flavour, the Zebrano gloss finish of the
Duleek kitchen is uniquely contrasted with gleaming, crisp white.
The perfect setting for entertaining, the island unit extends to form
extra space. A fully interactional kitchen with plenty of storage too,
vivacious style abounds.

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152/480mm Code 065

10/11
Kitchen

Duleek /
Mussel and Lava

Opposites attract with the contrasting dynamics of black and white for the Duleek
kitchen. Bold Lava gives distinction to the subtle neutral tones of Mussel. While
the vivid pink accent colours show how you can add your own panache to the
proceedings. Adaptable for modern living, the curved island and versatile deskcum-eating space allow you to make this the ultimate multi-function space.

Handles /
Tubular Boss Code 064 - 204mm

12/13
Kitchen

(Painted House White)

Cornwall / In-Frame

If you are looking for an elegant traditional kitchen that still manages to look
light and airy, this is the ideal choice. Closer examination will reveal the sheer
attention to detail and calibre of workmanship in this in-frame hand painted
kitchen. Intricately carved Acanthus corbels, castellated rail and moulded
cornice are just a few of the details worthy of note.

Worktop /
Giallo Imperial Granite

Handles /
Beehive Knob Code 073

14/15
Kitchen

Brentford /
Melinga Oak

Brentford is a smart and elegant kitchen. Created from Melinga Oak, the
smooth cabinets give a streamlined, tailored look. Offering perfection for
city slickers or giving smart solutions for country dwellers, the uncluttered,
neat look is complemented with recessed handles built into each door.

16/17
Kitchen

(Painted White Tie)

Devon / In-Frame

Elegance, curves, stylish wooden handles and matching worktops
- this solid wood in-frame painted kitchen has it all! Traditional
styling blends effortlessly with a hint of modernity. This is truly a
kitchen that would appeal to a very wide range of tastes.

Worktop /
Solid Walnut

Handles /
Walnut & Chrome Dovetail
180mm Code 072

Detail /
Smooth Corbels

18/19
Kitchen

Krypton / Gloss White and
Elle - Natural Sonoma

The super hero of the kitchen world, Krypton is the secret elixir for far
reaching design. Gloss white storage provides a new dimension to all your
needs. While the leading-edge work zone delivers all of the space and
function. The Natural Sonoma finish is topped with a natural wood surface
that extends to form an exemplary seating area.

Handles /
Tubular Boss Code 064 - 595mm

20/21
Kitchen

Duleek / Gloss Tiepolo and
Gloss Aubergine

Shapely, sophisticated and ultimately chic, Duleek is pictured with Gloss
Tiepolo floor cabinets. Making a smart contrast to the wood tones, the
Gloss Aubergine cabinets are the choice of colour for the curved lift-up
cabinets. And variety provides the spice for this kitchen with glass-fronted
and open shelved storage, plus an inventive island unit.

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152/480mm Code 065

22/23
Kitchen

Paris /
Medium Tiepolo

This is a classic, timeless kitchen that you will never tire of. It is
neither ultra modern nor old style traditional. The rich grain and tone
of the doors combined with simplicity of design would look ideal in
most homes - be they old, new or in-between!

Worktop /
Duropal Dark Anthracite Fino

Handles /
Roundel Code 019

24/25
Kitchen

Gallo / Gloss White
and Anthracite

A kitchen for today and all your tomorrows, Gallo brings together the
genuine elements of pragmatism with quintessential design. Angular
functional cabinets in gloss white are combined with the stunning arched
island in gloss anthracite; making this kitchen the epi-centre of style and
functional flair.

26/27
Kitchen

Tuscany /
Odessa Oak

Adaptable and versatile, Tuscany is the kitchen for all seasons. Subtly
grained doors give multi-purpose configurations of storage and display –
including the sculpted curved doors and handy pullout baskets. The natural
characteristics of Odessa oak add the flavoursome ingredient for all-year
culinary contentment.

Handles /
Cromwell Flat ‘D’ Code 068
Cromwell ‘D’ Code 070

28/29
Kitchen

Vancouver /
Mussel

Country etiquette at its very best, Vancouver speaks of refined living
with its recognisable design traits. Classic inlaid doors combine with
a speckled marble top to create a timeless setting. Mixed with either
contemporary or more traditional accessories, this kitchen looks equally
dynamic with up-to-the-minute chrome or more rustic accents.

Handles /
Beehive Knob Code 073

30/31
Kitchen

Duleek /
Gloss Cream

As is often the case, our taste and style in clothes are reflected
in our taste in décor! The rich mulberry walls work perfectly with
the contemporary gloss units - adding a sense of drama and
individuality.

Worktop /
Duropal Mocha Bamboo

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 214 / 502mm Code 003

32/33
Kitchen

Rosapenna /
Winchester Oak

The ideal family kitchen with a modern country feel! This functional
square panel design along with simple décor has an appealing yet
‘no fuss’ feel - perfect in a busy household!

Worktop /
Duropal Tuscan Granite

Handles /
Pewter Thumb Latch Code 024
Pewter ‘D’ Code 031

34/35
Kitchen

Phoenix /
Gloss Black

Character and personality are fully loaded with the Phoenix kitchen. Moving
with the times yet able to deliver on function for every generation, the dynamic
design can adapt to all architectural demands. Black acrylic laminated and
edged gloss doors are sublimely combined with rich dark walnut and the
finishing touch is in the form of angular stainless steel handles.

Handles /
Beam 196/496mm Code 076

36/37
Kitchen

Duleek /
Light Tiepolo

The striking curved doors and metallic finishes make a strong style
statement in this kitchen. The lines are fluid and uncomplicated and
colour is kept to a minimum. Let those doors take centre stage! Truly
a kitchen to simply stand back and admire over a cup of espresso.

Worktop /
Lechner Labrador Scuro HG

Handles /
Gemini ‘D’ 182 / 502mm Code 063

38/39
Kitchen

Duleek / Troscan Oak and
Gloss Ebony

Creative, just like you, Duleek is an expression of imagination
and flair. Convey eclectic style with a mix of light Troscan Oak
cabinets and rich Gloss Ebony cabinets. Elegantly curved lift-up
doors are echoed by the shapely sweep of the island feature.

Handles /
Crossover Flat ‘D’ Code 074
Crossover Large Pull Code 075

40/41
Kitchen

Tuscany /
Beech

Versatile and light, this five piece beech door looks very well
with the bold, dramatic wall colour - but would work equally
well with lighter cooler shades. The design of the eating area is
ideal for those who prefer chairs to bar stools when dining.

Worktop /
Duropal Concrete

Handles /
Quattro Code 008

42/43
Kitchen

Mona /
Gloss Walnut

Who says that a wood grain can’t be gloss? The effect is urban, sleek,
stylish and cool. The stainless steel handles and extractor fan add an
almost industrial dimension to this ultra fashionable kitchen. Yet the
level of storage and casual dining area are extremely practical too.

Worktop /
Duropal Concrete

Handles /
Tubular Boss 204 / 595mm Code 064

44/45
Kitchen

Calcutta /
Pippy Oak

This classic kitchen exudes warmth and atmosphere. The doors
feature square cornered panels that complement the black latch
style handles. A wall mounted oven is both stylish and user friendly.
The leaded glass wall units add interest and variety to the design
and are perfect for displaying favourite items. Viva Mexico!

Worktop /
Duropal Jura Marble

Handles /
Black Latch Code 023
Black ‘D’ Code 030

Detail /
Traditional Canopy

46/47
Kitchen

Duleek / Olivewood and
Lime Green Gloss

Zingy, fresh, fun, stylish and current – with the emphasis on city
chic! This kitchen merits all of these adjectives and yet, the lime
green doesn’t overpower in any way. Teamed with the rich tones
of olivewood, this is the perfect way to introduce fabulous colour
to your home.

Worktop /
Lechner Alhambra Terra HG

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152 / 480mm
Code 065

48/49
Kitchen

Turin /
Light Tiepolo

Warm, rich and pleasing, Turin is an enduring, timeless design that
will be fashionable, no matter how current trends change. The Light
Tiepolo five piece doors include a signature S-shaped design which
makes it truly special. Also an eye catcher, the raised panels on the
drawers give the seal of design quality.

Handles /
Hammered Bronze Bow Code 036
Hammered Bronze Shell Code 043

50/51
Kitchen

Tuscany /
Ivory

This cleverly designed “curved” kitchen would suit both spacious,
or as is the case here, more modestly sized kitchens. It also shows
that a stylish cooker over mantle can work extremely well in smaller
kitchens. The unmistakable charm of this classic five piece shaker
door is ideal for a welcoming and easy to live with kitchen.

Worktop /
Velstone Borealis 5130

Handles /
Cromwell Flat ‘D’ Code 068
Cromwell Knob Code 070

Detail /
Over Mantle

52/53
Kitchen

Phoenix / Mira Cosa and
Gloss Cream

Full of quality and finesse, Phoenix is a treasure of a kitchen.
Taking modern thinking to the next dimension, the flush sweep
of cabinets can be designed to suit all requirements, with a
range of distinctive low and high level configurations. And,
noticeably, the acrylic laminated doors are beautifully edged.

Handles /
Flat ‘D’ Code 066

54/55
Kitchen

Yale /
Solid Character Oak

This beautifully crafted solid character oak door looks particularly
well against a backdrop of re-claimed brick, marble tiles and sash
windows. The ultimate stylish country kitchen!

Worktop /
Star Galaxy Granite

Handles /
Pewter Thumb Latch Code 024
Pewter ‘D’ Code 031

56/57
Kitchen

Duleek Letterbox /
Dark Walnut

The warmth and richness of the Dark Walnut PVC fascias combined
with recessed letterbox handles offer a clean sharp look. The stainless
steel appliances and plinth are offset by simple décor to create a feeling
of modern living. The perfect place to cook, relax and entertain!

Worktop /
Cream Silk

Handles /
Letterbox Code 020

58/59
Kitchen

Prague /
Ivory

It’s all in the detail! This Prague Ivory door includes a fine slipping detail to create an intricate
panel mould. Beautiful gun barrel pilasters, corbels, and fluted rail cornicing all add to this
elegant, classic kitchen. With its’ cream décor and tumbled marble flooring, the overall effect
is light, sophisticated and inviting. For those preferring to avoid the ongoing maintenance of a
hand painted kitchen, this offers a practical alternative.

Worktop /
Solid Hevea

Handles /
Hammered Pewter ‘D’ Code 038
Hammered Pewter Knob Code 045

60/61
Kitchen

Tuscany /
Medium Tiepolo

With its’ rich grain and clean lines, this kitchen has an
understated honesty and elegance. It needs no frills or strong
colour - the doors themselves and stylish glass inserts are more
than enough to create a classic timeless kitchen.

Worktop /
Duropal Dark Anthracite Fino

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 214mm Code 003

62/63
Kitchen

Duleek /
Gloss Black

Dramatic, chic, urban - these are just a few words to describe this
incredibly stylish kitchen. Gloss black doors coupled with extra thick
worktops enhance the elegant linear design. This style of door also
lends itself to a mix and match approach - for example, introduce a
second colour such as red for an even more striking design.

Worktop /
Duropal Concrete

Handles /
Taurus Aluminium Code 055

64/65
Kitchen

Auckland /
Medium Walnut

With its’ classic mid-toned units, this appealing kitchen would suit
a wide variety of settings - be it modern or older properties. The
Shaker styling has been developed with broad stiles and soft slab
edges. The wall unit cleverly houses the oven whilst at the same
time creating excellent storage.

Worktop /
Duropal Taurus Sand Gloss

Handles /
‘D’ Handles 144mm Code 002

66/67
Kitchen

Tuscany /
Natural Oak

With its’ stylish curves, Velstone worktops and glass panels, this
oak shaker kitchen adds a new twist on country living. The natural
characteristics and grain of oak is often associated with large farm
house kitchens but this shows that it works equally well in a smaller
kitchen - be it urban or country!

Worktop /
Velstone Borealis 5130

Handles /
Barrel Code 018

Detail /
Curved Island

68/69
Kitchen

Duleek /
Gloss White

White gloss doors set against white walls create the perfect blank
canvas to suit your individual taste, mood and personality - be it
50’s pastel retro or urban monochrome. What does your kitchen
say about you?

Worktop /
Duropal Concrete

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 214mm Code 003

70/71
Kitchen

Gallo / Avola Grey and
Avola White

Look no further than Gallo for the super-league of kitchens. Avola grey
and white give solidity and structure to the virile forms. A centrepiece
of design form and function, the curved island unit demonstrates
ergonomics at their very best. Solidly designed storage and display
shelving give ruggedness to the overall look.

72/73
Kitchen

Tuscany /
Dark Walnut

Indulgent Dark Walnut. This five piece PVC wrapped door begs
a second look to tell it apart from real wood. This strong walnut
grain runs horizontally in the top and bottom rail just like a solid
wood door. Industrial style flooring and a Japanese screen create a
modern chic look with a subtle hint of East meets West.

Worktop /
Duropal Black Brazil Gloss

Handles /
Chrome Spoon Code 009

74/75
Kitchen

Vienna /
Cream Ash

The Vienna door incorporates a strong slipping mould around the
flat panel to create a stylish kitchen with a fresh timeless feel that
would look equally well in an urban or rural setting. The 60mm
radius rounded corners are both visually appealing and ideal for
those with young children.

Worktop /
Duropal Larvik

Handles /
Mahogany Knob Code 056

Detail /
Radius Canopy
Radius Cornice

76/77
Kitchen

Harvard /
Solid Character Oak

This striking solid character oak kitchen combines quality with
style. The granite worktops, rich blue tiles and accessories
add depth and strength to the overall feel. The location of the
range cooker softens the lines of the kitchen and adds an
individual touch.

Worktop /
Black Granite

Handles /
‘D’ Handles 144mm Code 002

78/79
Kitchen

Prague / Plain Cream and
Dark Walnut

A dream of a kitchen, Prague sublimely combines Plain Cream
with Dark Walnut for eclectic good looks. Sophisticated cabinets
feature glass fronted and Radius doors; while the most stunning
feature has to be the fluted rail detailing which brings this
kitchen into a league of its own.

Handles /
Pewter Thumb Latch Code 024
Pewter ‘D’ Code 031

80/81
Kitchen

Duleek /
Teak and Black Gloss

The Duleek teak doors combine perfectly with the black gloss to
create a simple yet contemporary kitchen that is full of light and
space. The open area under the island unit gives a modern design
twist that further enhances the open plan feel of this kitchen. Perfect
for a modern home or apartment.

Worktop /
Lechner Alhambra Terra HG

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152 / 480mm Code 065

82/83
Kitchen

Duleek /
Sand Beige Gloss

Clean lines, minimum clutter and simple décor result in
a bright, pleasing, contemporary kitchen - particularly
suitable for open plan living.

Worktop /
Duropal Mocha Bamboo

Handles /
Taurus Aluminium Code 055

84/85
Kitchen

Cologne /
Beech

The unusual shaped island unit complete with granite worktop
creates a strong focal point in this elegant beech kitchen. With
comfortable barstools, it is the perfect place to relax, and enjoy a
nice meal at the end of a busy day.

Worktop /
Black Granite

Handles /
‘T’ Bar 200mm Code 001

86/87
Kitchen

Stockholm /
Ivory

The T&G effect panelling in this Stockholm door is carried through
in the end panels and canopy fascia. A checked roman blind has
been added to create a pleasing ‘modern country’ look.

Worktop /
Duropal White Beech Parquet

Handles /
Beech Knob Code 057

88/89
Kitchen

Shaker /
Solid Cherry

The rich red tones of this solid cherry wood kitchen are stunning.
Simple shaker doors and handles are the perfect choice - stylish,
timeless yet plain enough so as not to detract from the wood
itself. Horizontal slats fitted to the side of the island unit add a
clever designer touch.

Worktop /
Black Granite

Handles /
‘T’ Bar 200mm Code 001

90/91
Kitchen

Calcutta /
Vanilla

With its’ vanilla doors and fresh décor, this appealing kitchen
conjures up a feeling of sunshine and hot lazy days! Solid wood
worktops, barley twist pillars and stylish over mantle add just the
right amount of detail without it being too ornate or formal.

Worktop /
Solid Hevea

Handles /
Black Latch Code 023
Black ‘D’ Code 030

Detail /
Barley Twist Pilaster
Shelf Support Bracket

92/93
Kitchen

Auckland /
Winchester Oak

This kitchen represents the proverbial heart of the home - the
place where the family congregate, eat, chat and even do home
work! The simple shaker doors with slab edges and modern
handles add a modern twist to the Winchester Oak finish.

Worktop /
Duropal Tuscan Granite

Handles /
Roundel Handles Code 019

94/95
Kitchen

Duleek /
Gloss Cappuccino

The rich tone of these coffee coloured doors coupled with
the dark flooring and wrap around island worktop result in a
contemporary kitchen that is surprisingly warm and versatile. For
those who want a contemporary kitchen that isn’t too minimalist,
this is an ideal choice.

Worktop /
Duropal Mocha Bamboo

Handles /
Chrome Capricorn Shell Code 005

96/97
Kitchen

Houston /
Pippy Oak

The Houston Pippy Oak doors features wide stiles and rails with
chamfered corners. The mesh door insets, sliding shutter and
stainless steel corner unit all add a subtle contemporary feel to this
classic kitchen. Very much a style that would suit a wide range of
settings - be it a new build, an apartment or an older property.

Worktop /
Duropal Jura Marble

Handles /
Quattro Code 008

98/99
Kitchen

Mona /
Loire Ash

For those who want a bright kitchen in a wood effect finish, Loire
Ash is a perfect choice as it absorbs minimum light. The unusual
Quattro handles work perfectly with the subtle detailing in the
door, creating a stylish kitchen that is pleasing to the eye.

Worktop /
Duropal Black Brazil

Handles /
Quattro Code 008

100/101
Kitchen

Turin /
Lissa Oak

Let the kitchen be the real heart of your home with Turin.
S-shaped doors and drawers give a stylish twist to the
contours; and raised panels on the door fronts demonstrate
an extra special attention to details and craftsmanship.

Handles /
Cromwell ‘D’ Reeded Code 069

102/103
Kitchen

Cologne /
Ivory

Ivory shaker doors have a broad appeal in that they can look
equally well in country, classic or even contemporary settings.
In this kitchen, the chunky modern handles, designer lighting,
granite worktops and stylish taps create a look that is fresh,
young and modern.

Worktop /
Black Granite

Handles /
Angled Boss Bar Code 011

104/105
Kitchen

Princeton /
Solid Oak

This stunning family kitchen has all the warmth and character
that goes hand in hand with the solid oak triple panels doors.
The style is comfortable and timeless - very much the sort of
kitchen that will grow gracefully with the owners!

Worktop /
Duropal Star Black

Handles /
Bronze Latch Code 022
Bronze ‘D’ Code 029

106/107
Kitchen

Duleek /
Gloss Burgundy

Nothing says modern more impeccably that gloss. Pictured in burgundy,
Duleek is a slick, angular style statement that reflects its dedication to
today’s living requirements. Ample storage is combined with cabinets that
speak volumes about your appetite for fine design. And with an island unit
as an option, kitchen dining is made not just every day, but über cool.

Handles /
Ridged Scoop Code 077

108/109
Kitchen

Shaker /
Solid Oak

This solid oak shaker door with veneered centre panels features
wide stiles and rails with ‘V’ groove joint detailing. The overall feel
is modern without being minimalist - a perfect combination in a
wide range of settings.

Worktop /
Duropal Black Limestone

Handles /
‘D’ Handles 144mm Code 002

110/111
Kitchen

Tuscany /
Medium Walnut

This versatile yet elegant kitchen has a very broad
appeal. The warmth of the walnut tones in this five
piece door are pleasing to the eye. Subtle touches of
pale blue add depth and interest to the décor.

Worktop /
Duropal Taurus Sand Gloss

Handles /
Angled Boss Bar Code 011

112/113
Kitchen

Argon / Gloss White and
Gloss Lime Green

A kitchen for today and all your tomorrows, Argon brings together the
genuine elements of pragmatism with quintessential design. Angular
functional cabinets in gloss white are combined with the stunning arched
island in gloss lime green; making this kitchen the epi-centre of style and
functional flair.

Handles /
Keyhole Bar Code 065 - 152/480mm

114/115
Kitchen

Ribbed Shaker /
Sandy Birch

Standard shaker styling has been embellished with
fine ribbing detail which is also reflected in the modern
canopy. The island unit creates an excellent preparation
and storage area without dominating the space.

Worktop /
Duropal Black Brazil

Handles /
Chrome Dimple ‘D’ Code 042
Chrome Dimple Knob Code 049

116/117
Kitchen

Duleek / Olivewood and
Cream Gloss

Cream gloss doors are incredibly versatile and work beautifully with
virtually every wood grain. In this case, the striking olivewood creates
an individual style - yet the overall effect is calm, light and inviting.
This is very much a contemporary kitchen that would suit someone
who “wants modern but not too modern”.

Worktop /
Lechner Alhambra Terra HG

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152 / 480mm
Code 065

118/119
Kitchen

Brisbane /
Lissa Oak

The softly rounded corners throughout this classic
kitchen are both visually attractive and practical for
those with young children. Pot hangers are an ideal
way to save on cupboard space and store pots in
an accessible manner.

Worktop /
Duropal Larvik

Handles /
Shaker ‘D’ Code 039
Shaker Shell Code 046

120/121
Kitchen

Normandy /
Teak

Teak is a beautiful wood and an ideal choice for those who want a
kitchen that is neither overly light nor dark. With its’ raised panel
doors, stone flooring and granite worktops, the emphasis is on
natural materials in this stylish yet timeless kitchen. Gently curved
finishes and pillars add just the right amount of detail.

Worktop /
Duropal Tuscan Granite

Handles /
Hammered Pewter ‘D’
Code 038

Detail /
Radius Profile & Cornice

122/123
Kitchen

Duleek /
Gloss Ivory

Ivory has to be one of the most versatile choices for those who want to create an
individual kitchen. In this case, the gloss doors and stylish letterbox handles result
in clean lines and a contemporary feel. The wood tones of the flooring and worktops
add warmth and texture - and the zingy lime green accessories complete the picture.
An ideal kitchen for modern living and relaxed dining!

Worktop /
Duropal Block Walnut

Handles /
Wave Surface Letterbox Code 067

124/125
Kitchen

Turin /
Odessa Oak

Rustic, robust and perfect for a busy household, Turin works equally
well in a compact space or a more generously sized room. No-nonsense
design demonstrates how solid, capable ingredients make the perfect
recipe for the hard working kitchen.

Handles /
Hammered Bronze ‘D’ Code 037

126/127
Kitchen

Elle /
Gloss White

Elle is all about the wow factor. Sleek, sophisticated and utterly chic,
its angular good looks will propel any sleeping area onto a catwalk of
immeasurable style. Strutting its stuff with inimitable style, this bedroom’s
wall storage and slick storage options have a modish poise that will raise
an eyebrow or two.

128/129
Bedroom

Prague /
Ivory

Beautiful fluted rail cornice, reeded pilasters and fretted
frames combine to create a sophisticated and elegant
bedroom. French fabrics known as ‘toile de jouy’ and
‘ticking’ add the perfect finishing touches.

Handles /
Hammered Pewter Knob Code 045

130/131
Bedroom

Duleek /
Gloss White

Known for its calming properties, white brings a feel of fresh
serenity to the bedroom. With Radius bedroom doors, the
Duleek is a breath-taking arrangement of perfect storage and
elegant proportions. And with facilities for a built-in plasma, it
may become the favourite room of the house.

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 214/502mm Code 003

132/133
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Dark Walnut

This bedroom shows the classic elegance and timeless quality of
rich dark walnut. The décor is simple and the overall effect has an
uncluttered and uncomplicated dimension. A matching headboard
and blanket box, combined with a few carefully chosen teal coloured
accessories, all add to the understated elegance of this bedroom.

Handles /
Angled Boss Bar Code 011

134/135
Bedroom

Phoenix /
Gloss Tiepolo

With an organic, tactile surface and vertical grain Phoenix conjures
images of soft woodland glades. Designed to fit any space and
accommodate angular recesses, the sturdy construction shows firmly
planted design prowess that will grow with your aspirations.

Handles /
Tubular Boss Code 064 - 595mm

136/137
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Ivory

Making smart work of ergonomics, Tuscany features Radius
bedroom doors with S-shaped doors and drawer fronts.
Shelving, drawers and hanging space ingeniously come
together to form the perfect dressing room or bedroom.

Handles /
Tubular Boss 204/595mm Code 064

138/139
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Medium Walnut

Walnut is a beautiful finish - rich, expensive looking and dramatic.
The five piece door means that the grain on the cross sections runs
horizontally making it very difficult to tell it apart from solid wood.

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 502mm Code 003

140/141
Bedroom

Vancouver /
Mussel

With the ability to combine timeless design with an abundance of function
and space management, Vancouver is a stylish illustration of layout
expertise. Features include spacious hanging space, accessible cupboards,
display areas, gently gliding drawers and elegant glass-fronted doors.

Handles /
Cromwell Flat ‘D’ Code 068

142/143
Bedroom

Phoenix / Gloss Black and
Gloss White

Transforming the bedroom into the ‘it’ room, Phoenix is a
dynamic amalgamation of white and black gloss. With an
acrylic laminated and edged door, the two-tone contrast
makes for a movie-star standard setting.

Handles /
Beam 196/496mm Code 076

144/145
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Lissa Oak

Enjoy the clean lines of this five piece shaker oak finish. The oak grain
runs horizontally in the top and bottom rail just like a solid wood door.
For those in need of maximum storage, the over head cupboards
and matching blanket box are ideal. A matching arched headboard
completes the co-ordinated feel of this classic bedroom.

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 214 / 502mm Code 003

146/147
Bedroom

Duleek /
Gloss Cream

Cream combined with a gloss finish is a winning formula for bedroom
bliss. Duleek, with its S-shaped top flat doors, streamlined robes
and mirrored fronts makes for a bright and airy look; especially when
teamed with fresh florals or neutral shades.

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152/480mm Code 065

148/149
Bedroom

Brisbane /
Medium Walnut

The warmth of the Brisbane Medium Walnut doors,
coupled with the rounded corners result in a visually
attractive yet practical run of units. Striking duck egg
and red accessories add depth to the cream décor.

Handles /
Aluminium Code 014

150/151
Bedroom

Duleek / Gloss Tiepolo and
Gloss Cream

A fitted bedroom ideal for the 21st century, Duleek features
S-shaped top flap doors in its arrangement. With storage being
the most important consideration for so many people, this design
offers plenty of scope with robes, cabinets and there is even a
blanket box to place at the end of the bed.

Handles /
Gemini ‘D’ 182/502mm Code 063

152/153
Bedroom

Paris /
Loire Ash

Loire Ash Paris doors are the perfect choice for those
who want a wood grain that won’t in anyway darken
the space. The clever design maximises storage
without overpowering the room.

Handles /
Roundel Code 019

154/155
Bedroom

Slab /
Dark Walnut

The Dark Walnut effect Slab doors create a rich expensive feel
to this bedroom. The square design in the headboard is mirrored
in the centre doors giving a clever designer touch. Dramatic bed
linen in tones of chocolate and duck egg completes the look.

Handles /
Chrome Spoon Code 009

156/157
Bedroom

Cologne /
Beech

Shaker Beech doors, frosted insets and a matching
headboard create a stylish co-ordinated look - made
individual with a rich cerise colour scheme and bright
accessories.

Handles /
‘T’ Bar 200mm Code 001

158/159
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Light Tiepolo

The warm and striking grain of the light Tiepolo is complemented
by the contemporary chrome handles. A stylish, elegant room
in which to relax and enjoy the Sunday papers! Very much a
bedroom that would suit a wide variety of homes.

Handles /
Gemini ‘D’ 182 / 502mm Code 063

160/161
Bedroom

Duleek /
Odessa Oak

With Radius bedroom doors, the appeal of the Odessa Oak Duleek
bedroom is enduring. Creating a handsome look, it is perfect with sharp
primary accent colours because of its definitive bold appearance.

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 214/502mm Code 003

162/163
Bedroom

Ashford /
Celtic Birch

Rich blue décor and accessories from Cape Cod
complement the simple lines of the Celtic Birch
Ashford door. The mirrored doors reflect light and add
interest to the room.

Handles /
‘T’ Bar 200 / 488mm Code 001

164/165
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Ivory

Timeless, light and versatile, this five piece shaker door gives any
bedroom an open and spacious feel. Over head cupboards maximise
all available space and create excellent storage. Rich chocolate and
orange coloured accessories add a stylish and warm feel to this
bedroom – but these doors would suit light cool colours equally well.

Handles /
Cromwell Reeded ‘D’ Code 069

166/167
Bedroom

Ottowa /
Ontario Maple

The subtle grain of the Ontario Maple is bright and fresh, ideal for
this simple yet tasteful design. Overhead units and headboard
shelf leave no space unused. Sisal flooring complements the
green accent colours creating a tranquil ambience.

Handles /
Tapered Bow Code 013

168/169
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Dark Walnut

Deep rich toned bedrooms are enjoying a deserved renaissance
in popularity and Tuscany proves why. In Dark Walnut, elegance
is personified with S-shaped robe doors. And as an essential, the
dressing table with the large, co-ordinating mirror not only looks great,
but reflects light back into the room.

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152/480mm Code 065

170/171
Bedroom

Tuscany /
Beech

This simple yet elegant run of wardrobes has a light fresh feel that
would suit a wide variety of settings. The grain runs horizontally in
the top and bottom rail just like a solid wood door. Match cushions,
curtains and accessories to suit your mood and taste!

Handles /
Capricorn ‘D’ Code 006

172/173
Bedroom

Cologne /
Ivory

Natural décor and accessories work perfectly with this simple
yet elegant shaker design. The reeded pilasters and glass doors
add interest to the mid section. The end result is a very calm,
understated bedroom with broad appeal.

Detail /
Tangent Cornice
Reeded Pilasters

Handles /
‘T’ Bar 200mm Code 001

174/175
Bedroom

Phoenix / Mira Cosa and
Gloss Cream

Wake up refreshed with the inimitable presence of
Phoenix. Acrylic laminated and edged doors give this
design an undeniable confidence which is demonstrated
with the charismatic shelving, storage and display.

Handles /
Tubular Boss 204/595mm Code 064

176/177
Bedroom

Glebe /
Magnolia

With its graceful persona, Glebe in magnolia is an agile combination
of dexterous design strategy. Wake up refreshed and revitalised with
the soothing harmony of over-bed storage that is skillfully combined
with ample robes.

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar Code 003 - 214/502mm

178/179
Bedroom

Duleek / Black Gloss with Light
Tiepolo End Panels and Worktop

Chic and sophisticated, this bedroom has a real “Uptown New York”
feel to it. However the understated styling would look equally well in
less far off fields! The wood grain surrounding panels add warmth
and contrast to the black gloss doors. Very much a bedroom for
those with cosmopolitan tastes.

Handles /
Keyhole Bar 152 / 480mm
Code 065

180/181
Bedroom

Brentford /
Melinga Oak

Get the five star look with the incomparable Brentford.
With subtle recessed handles, the doors feature a
stunningly different horizontal grain. And with luxurious
features and the finest of finishing throughout, this is one
bedroom you won’t want to check out of.

182/183
Bedroom

Duleek /
Gloss Cappuccino

The sleek coffee coloured gloss doors set against similar
coloured walls create the ultimate blank canvas to introduce
striking chocolate and lime accessories. An incredibly stylish
bedroom - yet the level of storage makes it extremely functional.

Handles /
Aries Steel Bar 214 / 502mm Code 003

184/185
Bedroom

Porto /
Medium Walnut

The Gothic detail on the headboard and wardrobes is striking yet the overall feel
is classic and fresh. But for those preferring a more traditional bedroom, this
range would work equally well with rich warm wall colours and bedding. And for
all those aspiring to be the next “Imelda Marcos ”, a dressing room with lots of
space for shoes and bags is an excellent storage solution!

Handles /
Hammered Bronze Bow Code 036

186/187
Bedroom

Elle / Avola White and
Dark Walnut

The combination of Avola white and dark walnut give Elle a breadth
of design possibilities. No matter whether personal design taste leans
towards the traditional or contemporary, this amalgamation of rich dark
hues with soft balmy neutrals means that you can create the perfect
setting for peaceful dreams.

188/189
Bedroom

Dieppe /
Oak Veneer

A master of finesse and grandeur, this is Dieppe, shown in an oak veneer.
Bringing stately magnificence to the layout, the procession of cabinets builds
an unceasing empire of storage solutions. And for an elegant focal point, the
softly rounded dressing table is a graceful addition.

Handles /
Keyhole Bar Code 065 - 152/480mm

190/191
Bedroom

192/193
Doors
Auckland /
Medium Walnut

Cologne /
D&M Maple

Houston /
Pippy Oak

Prague /
Ivory

Tuscany /
Odessa Oak

Turin /
Light Tiepolo

Turin /
Lissa Oak

Slab /
Beech

Duleek /
Ivory

Cologne /
Ivory

Duleek Letterbox /
Ivory

Calcutta /
Pippy Oak

Duleek /
Cream Gloss

Tuscany /
Lissa Oak

Tuscany /
Ivory

Tuscany /
Natural Oak

Stockholm /
Ivory

Calcutta /
Vanilla

Gallo /
Gloss White

Duleek /
White Gloss

Annabelle /
Light Oak

Tuscany /
Beech

Princeton /
Solid Oak

Lisbon /
Solid Oak

Shaker /
Solid Birch

Argon /
Gloss White
Shaker /
Solid Oak

Tuscany /
Dark Walnut

Tuscany /
Medium Walnut

Tuscany /
Medium Tiepolo

Tuscany /
Light Tiepolo

Tuscany /
Alpine Ash

Tuscany /
Mussel

Yale /
Solid Character Oak

Harvard /
Solid Character Oak

Shaker /
Solid Cherry

All doors featured in this index include a design name and colour
reference. Please quote these when placing your order.

Cologne /
Beech

Stock Doors /
Solid Doors

Cologne /
Celtic Birch

194/195
Doors
Bourbon /
Winchester Oak

Hereford /
Celtic Birch

Calcutta /
Sandy Birch

Canberra /
Lancelot Oak

Duleek /
Black Gloss

Duleek /
Red Gloss

Annabelle /
White Ash

Gallo /
Medium Tiepolo

Toronto /
Farmhouse Pine

Melbourne /
Cream Ash

Cologne /
Sandy Birch

Modena /
Ivory Gloss

Duleek /
Gloss Zebrano

Duleek /
Brushed Steel

Duleek /
Grey Drift Oak

Houston /
Lancelot Oak

Annabelle /
Farmhouse Pine

Pembroke /
Hornshuch White

Ottowa /
Ontario Maple

Glebe /
Trojan

Brentford /
Melinga Oak

Eile /
Natural Sonoma

Tuscany /
Light Tiepolo
Slip Type A

Tuscany /
Light Tiepolo
Slip Type B

Paris /
Plain Cream

Brisbane /
Medium Walnut

Berlin /
Montana Oak

Normandy /
Teak

Westbury /
Ontario Maple

Florida /
Loire Ash

Phoenix /
Ivory Gloss

Phoenix /
Black Gloss

Phoenix /
Mira Cosa

Phoenix /
White Gloss

Glass Effect Edge / Matching Edge also available

Duleek /
Lime Green Gloss

Krypton /
Gloss White

Duleek /
Cappuccino Gloss

Ruskin /
Dakar

Duleek /
Gloss Cherry

Duleek /
Sand Beige Gloss

Tressel /
Mussel

Morris /
Amfissa

All doors featured in this index include a design name and colour
reference. Please quote these when placing your order.

Victoria /
Farmhouse Pine

Phoenix /
Cream Gloss

Phoenix /
Red Gloss

Doors

Vancouver /
Lancelot Oak

196/197
Doors
Tuscany /
Lissa Oak

Tuscany /
Odessa Oak

Tuscany /
Light Tiepolo
Slip A

Tuscany /
Dark Walnut

Tuscany /
Ivory

Tuscany /
Beech

Rosapenna /
Winchester Oak

Annabelle /
Light Oak

Tuscany /
Light Tiepolo

Duleek /
Cappuccino Gloss

Duleek /
Cream Gloss

Duleek /
White Gloss

Duleek /
Black Gloss

Duleek /
Red Gloss

Canberra /
Ontario Maple

Berlin /
Sandy Birch

Melbourne /
Medium Walnut

Amsterdam /
Montana Oak

Cologne /
D&M Maple

Bedroom Doors

*Please note /
The displays contained within this catalogue
are for visual purposes only.

Tuscany /
Medium Walnut

Tuscany /
Light Tiepolo
Slip B

Calcutta /
Vanilla

Rio /
Plain Cream

Brisbane /
Lissa Oak

Slab /
Dark Walnut

Reymondo /
Celtic Birch

Slab /
Beech

Vienna /
Cream Ash

Planked /
Lancelot Oak

Porto /
Milano Cherry

Windsor /
Farmhouse Pine

Paris /
Loire Ash

Euroline /
Brushed Steel

Maria /
White Ash

Derwent /
Ontario Maple

Hourglass /
Hornshuch White

Madrid /
Primrose Yellow

‘T’ Bar 200mm /
Code 001
*Also available 488mm

‘D’ Handle 144mm /
Code 002

Aries Steel Bar 214mm /
Code 003
*Also available 502mm

Chrome Titan /
Code 004

Chrome Capricorn Shell /
Code 005

Chrome Capricorn ‘D’ /
Code 006

Chunky Chrome
Aluminium /
Code 007

Quattro /
Code 008

Chrome Spoon /
Code 009

Scoop /
Code 010

Angled Boss Bar /
Code 011

Punched /
Code 012

Tapered Bow /
Code 013

Aluminium /
Code 014

Archer /
Code 015

Aluminium ‘D’ /
Code 016

Strap /
Code 017

Barrel /
Code 018

All doors featured in this index include a design name and colour
reference. Please quote these when placing your order.

198/199
Doors
Valencia /
Red Alder

Belfast Shaker /
Pippy Oak

Bedroom Doors /
Handles

Cologne /
Beech

200/201
Handles
Chrome Wave /
Code 021

Bronze Latch /
Code 022

Bronze Thumb Latch /
Code 025

Pewter Titan Latch /
Code 026

Bronze Reeded ‘T’ Knob /
Code 027

Pewter Reeded ‘T’ Knob /
Code 028

Pewter ‘D’ /
Code 031

Bronze ‘D’ /
Code 032

Pewter Titan ‘D’ /
Code 033

Bronze Reeded Drop /
Code 034

Pewter Reeded Drop /
Code 035

Hammered Bronze Bow /
Code 036

Cromwell Flat ‘D’ /
Code 068

Cromwell Reeded ‘D’ /
Code 069

Cromwell Knob /
Code 070

Oak & Chrome
Dovetail /
Code 071

Hammered Bronze ‘D’ /
Code 037

Hammered Pewter ‘D’ /
Code 038

Shaker ‘D’ /
Code 039

Black Dimple ‘D’ /
Code 040

Satin Chrome Dimple ‘D’ /
Code 041

Chrome Dimple ‘D’ /
Code 042

Crossover Flat ‘D /
Code 074

Crossover Large Pull /
Code 075

Beam 196 /
Code 076
*Also available 496mm

Ridged Scoop /
Code 077

Hammered Bronze Shell /
Code 043

Hammered Bronze Knob /
Code 044

Hammered Pewter Knob /
Code 045

Black Dimple Knob /
Code 047

Satin Chrome
Dimple Knob /
Code 048

Chrome Dimple Knob /
Code 049

Black Tapered Bow /
Code 050

Bronze Octagonal
Knob & Plate /
Code 053

Shaker Shell /
Code 046

Brass Octagonal
Knob & Plate /
Code 054

Black Latch /
Code 023

Bronze ‘D’ /
Code 029

Taurus Aluminium /
Code 055

Pewter Thumb Latch /
Code 024

Mahogany Knob /
Code 056

Beech Knob /
Code 057

Black ‘D’ /
Code 030

Black Hammered
Imitation Hinge /
Code 062

Gemini ‘D’ 182mm /
Code 063
*Also available 502mm

Chrome Knob /
Code 058

Tubular Boss 204mm /
Code 064
*Also available 595mm

Satin Chrome Knob /
Code 059

Keyhole Bar 152mm /
Code 065
* Also available 480mm

Brass Knob /
Code 060

Flat ‘D’ /
Code 066

Walnut & Chrome
Dovetail /
Code 072

Black Knob /
Code 061

Wave Surface Letterbox /
Code 067

Beehive Knob /
Code 073

All doors and handles featured in this index include a design name
and colour reference. Please quote these when placing your order.

Letterbox /
Code 020

Handles

Roundel /
Code 019

